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10:00:14

-Lest We Forget “Walter A. Strong, Publisher Of The Chicago
[sound-with
Daily News Explains The Ideals Of ‘Chicago’s Home Newspaper’”
narration]
10:00:23
Strong standing with buildings in background and speaking into
“WMAQ’ microphones about the role of the newspaper in Chicago
10:01:57
men working on printing presses
10:02:50
distribution by trucks and airplanes - CU pilot, airplanes taking off with
“The Chicago Daily News” written on their sides
10:04:08
men and women typesetting, printing, editors at their desks typing,
art department - white actors who play Amos and Andy on radio
reading captions on cartoon, composing room, headline: “Bigger
And Better Feature Productions Are Coming”, page of movie ads in
newspaper: “Paramount On Parade”, “Geo. Bancroft in Ladies Love
Brutes” (1930), “Nancy Carroll in The Devil’s Holiday” (1930)
-10:09:02 [The Chicago Daily News Universal Newsreel]

10:09:08
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10:11:07
10:11:40
10:12:08
10:14:18
10:15:23
10:16:56
10:17:02
10:18:17
10:19:04
10:19:52
10:20:56
10:21:43
10:22:38
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10:23:50
10:24:03
10:24:10

- water system tunnels
[silent]
“Chicago Ave. Water Tower Built In 1867 - A Monument To
Chicago’s Early Architecture”
Chicago Ave. pumping station
steam engine in operation
Western Ave. pumping station
men on street digging by hand hole for the laying of water pipe
machine digging for and laying water pipe
boys and girl drinking from water fountain on sidewalk
fire - water hoses hitting smoke filled Allen B. Wrisley Co. Building
tanks of chlorine
diagram explaining use of chlorine
scientists working in chemical lab at filtration plant, MCS one big jar of clear
next to jar of cloudy water
exterior of Municipal Filtration Plant on 68th and Oglesby Ave.,
residents out front of plant picking up free bottles of filtered water
interior views of typical water filter plant with water in tanks being filtered
exterior of plant building on water, men working on rig in water
POV from vehicle along track inside tunnel, workers posing on track
building with U.S. flag flying on top
children drinking from fountain with autos going past in background
vehicle along track in tunnel
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10:24:13
10:24:19
10:24:22
10:24:29
10:26:30
10:27:45
10:36:21
10:36:46
10:37:37
-10:41:24
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HA views of downtown with tall buildings, rooftops
exterior of plant building on water
MCS group of workers posing
bride coming out of Webster Hotel on to sidewalk with priest,
wedding party and husband, kisses all around, couple getting into auto
and being driven away
group of people outside house posing and waving at camera, one man lighting and
smoking cigarette
[water system film beginning to repeat]
“Carter H. Harrison Crib Built In 1900”
“View Of Interior Of Carter H. Harrison Crib”
Wm. E. Dever Intake Crib
[Chicago Water Co.]

